MEDICAL HORROR: Genetic sequencing of common
vaccine finds entire male human genome from aborted
human baby… “a complete individual genome” with
abnormal, modified genes… 560 genes linked to cancer
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Vaccines are routinely formulated with aborted human fetal cells known as MRC-5 and WI-38.
The CDC openly lists some of the vaccines that use these “human diploid” cells, including
Twinrix (Hep A / Hep B), ProQuad (MMRV) and Varivax (Varicella / chicken pox). FDApublished vaccine insert sheets such as this one for Varivax also openly admit to the use of
aborted human fetal cell lines such as MRC-5:
The product also contains residual components of MRC-5 cells including DNA and protein and
trace quantities of neomycin and bovine calf serum from MRC-5 culture media.
Even this GlaxoSmithKline vaccine insert sheet openly discusses the use of aborted human
fetal cells in its Priorix-Tetra vaccine (MMRV):
Each virus strain is separately produced in either chick embryo cells (mumps and measles) or
MRC5 human diploid cells (rubella and varicella).
Yet, amazingly, almost no member of the public is aware that aborted human fetal cells are
routinely used in vaccines. The lying fake news media insists such talk is a “conspiracy theory,”
even as the CDC, FDA and vaccine manufacturers openly declare the ingredient is being used
in numerous vaccines. (See Vaccines.news for daily coverage of breaking news on vaccines.)
Now, a laboratory in Italy has carried out a complete genome sequencing of this MRC-5 cell
line that’s deliberately inserted into multiple vaccines. What they’ve found in beyond shocking…
it’s horrifying. As explained by Children’s Health Defense:

The Corvelva team summarized their findings as follows:
1- The fetal cell line was found to belong to a male fetus.
2- The cell line presents itself in such a way that it is likely to be very old, thus consistent with
the declared line of the 1960s.
3- The fetal human DNA represented in this vaccine is a complete individual genome, that is,
the genomic DNA of all the chromosomes of an individual is present in the vaccine.
4- The human genomic DNA contained in this vaccine is clearly, undoubtedly abnormal,
presenting important inconsistencies with a typical human genome, that is, with that of a healthy
individual.
5- 560 genes known to be associated with forms of cancer were tested and all underwent major
modifications.
6- There are variations whose consequences are not even known, not yet appearing in the
literature, but which still affect genes involved in the induction of human cancer.
7- What is also clearly abnormal is the genome excess showing changes in the number of
copies and structural variants.

560 cancer genes, abnormal DNA, genetic “modification” of potentially hazardous genes,
yet mandated to be injected into every child
What’s clear from this genetic sequencing is that the vaccine industry is inoculating children
with engineered cancer. As CHD explains, the vaccines are deliberately formulated with
cancer-causing genes which have been specifically modified to promote cancer tumors:
[I[nside the vaccines that have been administered for decades is the presence of a
progressively more genetically modified DNA and uncontrolled quantities has been allowed…
…[T]he DNA contained in these vaccines is potentially TUMORIGENIC and that the guidelines
to which the supervisory bodies are appealing are NOT ADEQUATE. Moreover, we are publicly

denouncing a SERIOUS OMISSION in taking those PRECAUTIONAL measures which, on the
other hand, are urgently requested for antacid drugs.
Not only is this cancer-ridden genetic code inserted into all these vaccines given to children, but
the dose of the cancer-infected DNA is dangerously high. As CHD explains:
…[T]he contaminant fetal DNA present in all samples analyzed in varying quantities (thus
uncontrolled) is up to 300 times higher than the limit imposed by the EMA for carcinogenic DNA
(10 ng/dose, corresponding to DNA contained in approximately 1000 tumor cells, derived from a
statistical calculation, while the precautionary limit is 10 pg/dose), a limit that must also be
applied to MRC-5 fetal DNA which inevitably contaminates Priorix tetra.

“Modifications” of genes associated with cancer tumors
The genome sequencing also found that hundreds of genes linked to cancer tumors have been
modified. As explained by the study authors:
…[I]mportant modifications of genes known to be associated with various tumor forms have
been identified, for all the 560 verified genes; furthermore, there are variants whose
consequences are not known, but which, however, affects genes involved in the induction of
human cancer.
This indicates that the MRC-5 aborted human fetal cells appear to have been deliberately
modified to make them more tumorigenic… i.e. more likely to cause cancer tumors in human
recipients of the vaccine injections.
This would, of course, ensure long-term revenues from the cancer drugs that are also
manufactured and sold by the same pharmaceutical giants that manufacture and market
vaccines. Repeat business, after all, is a very lucrative business model, and if you can lace
vaccines with the genetic blueprints for long-term cancer, you can make sure that a very high
percentage of today’s children are eventually diagnosed with cancer, after which they become
lucrative customers for Big Pharma’s cancer drugs.
The genome sequencing of the MRC-5 “human diploid” cells used in vaccines is even described
by researchers as, “anomalous” when compared to a healthy human being. From the study’s
conclusion:
The human genomic DNA contained in the Priorix lot vaccine. n. A71CB256A is evidently
anomalous, presenting important inconsistencies if compared to a typical human genome, i.e.
the one of a healthy human being. There are several unknown variants (not noted in public
databases) and some of them are located in genes involved in cancer. What is also apparently
anomalous, is the excess of genome that shows changes in the number of copies (CNV) and
structural variants (SV), such as translocations, insertions, deletions, duplications and
inversions, many of which involve genes.
This conclusion appears to confirm that MRC-5 cell lines used in vaccines have been
genetically modified to make them more likely to cause cancer in vaccine recipients.
Subsequently, vaccine mandates are actually forcing children to be injected with cancer genes
so that they become future customers of Big Pharma’s for-profit cancer treatment “solutions”
which are incredibly toxic to human health.

Human children, in other words, are being injected with the genetically modified DNA of another
aborted human child in order to cause cancer on a nationwide scale, all to benefit the bottom
line of the pharmaceutical industry that pushes total censorship about any criticism of vaccines
or vaccine ingredients.

“Defective” vaccines that are “potentially dangerous to human health”
The upshot is that these vaccines which are deliberately contaminated with abnormal, cancerinfested human genes are “defective,” according to an analysis by CHD:
As a consequence, this vaccine should be considered defective and potentially dangerous to
human health, in particular to the pediatric population which is much more vulnerable to genetic
and autoimmune damage.

Watch this shocking video summary… a more detailed long-form video is
coming next week (13 minutes)
Here’s a summary of these findings, in a short video that will be expanded next week into a full
lecture. [see full version below]

[Full lecture below]

